Regional appearance in deformable model segmentation.
Automated medical image segmentation is a challenging task that benefits from the use of effective image appearance models. In this paper, we compare appearance models at three regional scales for statistically characterizing image intensity near object boundaries in the context of segmentation via deformable models. The three models capture appearance in the form of regional intensity quantile functions. These distribution-based regional image descriptors are amenable to Euclidean methods such as principal component analysis, which we use to build the statistical appearance models. The first model uses two regions, the interior and exterior of the organ of interest. The second model accounts for exterior inhomogeneity by clustering on object-relative local intensity quantile functions to determine tissue-consistent regions relative to the organ boundary. The third model analyzes these image descriptors per geometrically defined local region. To evaluate the three models, we present segmentation results on bladders and prostates in CT in the context of day-to-day adaptive radiotherapy for the treatment of prostate cancer. Results show improved segmentations with more local regions, probably because smaller regions better represent local inhomogeneity in the intensity distribution near the organ boundary.